
ADRIATIC
FREEDIVE CRUISE

(Kvarner Islands)
information and booking: rimotiv@gmail.com

Join us on an amazing island hopping cruise and discover your freediving potential! 

Every day get a chance to learn new skills or practice your dives on a competition setup. 
Enjoy your training dives or register them to AIDA ranking with a judge. Explore fun snorkeling 

locations and visit a new island every day. Rest in aircon private bathroom rooms, enjoy the 
sundeck, yoga mornings, freediving workshops and socializing in the open Mediterranean sea. 

Instructor crossovers or courses available on request! All meals are included, all courses, 
coaching and competition dives, so you have nothing to worry about, just relax, freedive and 

enjoy the underwater world!   

 with Alexey Molchanov &
 Vitomir Maričić

  9-15.8. & 16-22.8.2020  



BOARDING: 
Kvarner islands – boarding is in Glavotok, island of Krk, where you 
have a reserved parking place. Glavotok can easily be reached, the 
island Krk is connected to mainland Croatia with a bridge.

Travel time from Zagreb – 2h, Ljubljana - 1,5h, Vienna – 5,5h, 
Milano – 6h, Budapest – 5h.
Krk island also has an airport – Rijeka International Airport.

DATES:

 9. - 15.08. & 16. - 22.8.2020.

Location summary: Krk - Cres - Mali Lošinj - Pag - Rab - Goli Otok - Prvić - Krk

Krk - Cres - Mali Lošinj - Pag - Rab - Goli Otok - Prvić - Krk

DAY 1 SUNDAY KRK

Boarding of guests in Glavotok, possible to have a swim in turquoise waters,
listen to your �rst Wave 1 lecture, have a yoga class or some dry training 
(ship will be equipped with gym weights).

DAY 2 MONDAY CRES

Morning yoga in the middle of the sea, breakfast and training or competition 
dives in the deepest point in Kvarner, depth limit 110m. After lunch, we go to 
a small town of Beli on Cres island that has a rich history and nice walks.
Afternoon, we search for a deeper wreck, medium deep cave or a shallow cave, 
depending on the group abilities and wishes. On the road we have some lectures 
in Wave 1. Finish the day with some light training, guided yoga, or just watch the 
sunset on our big sundeck.

BOARDING INFO

ITINERARY



DAY 3 TUESDAY  MALI LOŠINJ

DAY 4 WEDNESDAY  PAG

We go back to the deepest point in Kvarner, -120 m. Morning yoga in the middle 
of the sea, breakfast and training or competition dives – up to you. On the road 
we have lunch and a freediving equalization workshop. We arrive to Lošinj island 
where you have time to explore and do a fun dive in the UW archeological park. 
Finish the day with light training, guided yoga, or just watch the sunset on our 
big sundeck. We will also be having a movie night – yes, with freediving topics.

We make our training/competition and start the day with a 100m depth limit.
After lunch we have time on the tip of the Pag island, where it’s possible to see 
over 1000 years old olive trees. We also start with Wave 2 lectures on our way to 
Zavratnica, a beautiful Croatian �ord with a ship wreck inside.

DAY 5 THURSDAY  RAB

Our training or competition is again limited at 100m. Afternoon after lunch you 
have a chance to walk around Rab old town, a beautiful forti�ed city with four 
prominent towers and a thick park behind it.
We will have fun in the nice remote beaches on the other side of the island 
and micro islands with crystal clear water surrounding them. Then yoga, 
lectures, �sh and BBQ of course to �nish the day.

DAY 6 FRIDAY  GOLI OTOK

We dive limited to 105m in the morning, and in the afternoon we visit a cool 
cave and an old notorious prison island Goli otok. On his sister island we can 
meet deer and other animals that are friendly with tourists. Evening we can 
spend on the boat or take a walk on sandy beaches on the north part of Rab 
island, Lopar peninsula. Like every day, dry training, yoga and W2 lectures 
will be available.

DAY 7 SATURDAY  PRVIĆ

Again we have a depth limit at around 105-110m for morning training and 
competition dives. We go to a fun dive in Prvic island discovering underwater 
tunnels of caves and making awesome videos. We also �nish our W2 lectures 
and make a vote if we have time to visit a shallow wreck or do some more deep 
diving or arrive earlier to port. By late afternoon, we will arrive to port and share 
all the photos and videos we got for you!



Itinerary is subject to change and depending on weather conditions and group wishes. 
The ship is a 300t monster, completely autonomous and able to stay in the open water for weeks.

PRICE & INFO

1.800,00 EUR per person for all inclusive service. Includes accommodation in double rooms with 
private bathroom and air conditioning, Wave 1 and 2 course (optional), breakfast, lunch, dinner, 
snacks, yoga classes and workout classes, rope training with safety and O2 kit, competition fees 

(if somebody wants to register dives to AIDA ranking). Possible gear rental, SUP or MTB rental. This 
also includes fuel for the ship and the small supporting boat. Excludes personal expenses when going 

SAFETY
Medic, O2 kit and transfer boat available on board. We are always quite close to shore.

BOOKING & CONTACT
Vitomir Maričić | Molchanovs Instructor Trainer | rimotiv@gmail.com

PRICE

all the passengers will be informed in time if any changes occur
*please ask in advance for special dieting, meals, alergens etc. 


